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Executive Summary 

Blueprint Nebraska is interested in quantifying the economic and fiscal impacts of various 

tax policy changes, as well as labor force attraction and research and development (R&D) 

programs. Regional Economic Models, Inc. (REMI) was retained by Blueprint Nebraska 

to perform an economic and fiscal impact analysis of these policy changes. 

REMI considered the following policy changes and incentive programs during 2022-2031: 

 Individual income tax 

o Consolidates to two brackets with lower tax rates: 0% for $50k or less; 5.6% 

in 2022-2024, 5.3% in 2025-2027, 4.99% in 2028-2031 for $50,001+ 

o Eliminates Nebraska itemized deductions  

 Corporate income tax 

o Decreases tax rates: 4% for $100,000 or less; 5.6% in 2022-2024, 5.3% in 

2025-2027, 4.99% in 2028-2031 for $100,001+ 

o Eliminates both refundable and non-refundable tax credits 

 Sales tax 

o Broadens the tax base while maintaining the exemption for unprepared 

food, and largely maintaining the exemptions for medical services & 

equipment, and medicine  

o Adopts equivalent tax base expansion for local option sales taxes (LOST) 

 Incentive programs 

o Doubles current R&D tax credits 

o Conducts two workforce programs by forgiving student loans to attract high-

skilled workers and backbone-of-local-economy manufacturing workers 

 Eliminates inheritance tax 

 Provides funds available for strategic property tax relief 

REMI analyzed the economic and fiscal impacts with the following key results: 

 Over 65,000 new jobs created by 2031 

 Over 70,000 in additional population attracted or retained by 2031  

 Increase of over $65B in GSP and over $130B in economic output over 10 years 

 Increase of over $17B in investment activity over 10 years 

 Addition of over $40B in personal income over 10 years ($4,800 per household) 

 Over $2B for strategic property tax relief over 10 years (including LOST revenue) 

 Almost $470M increase in total state government revenues over 10 years 

Two alternative scenarios are provided in Appendix II and III. 
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REMI Background & Experience 

Regional Economic Models, Inc. (REMI) is an independent company with offices in 

Amherst, MA and Washington, D.C. that provides non-partisan economic analysis and 

modeling software to its clients, who include federal, state, and local government 

agencies, non-profit organizations, universities, and private companies. With over 40 

years of experience, REMI is a worldwide leader in providing dynamic regional U.S. 

macroeconomic and demographic models and consultative services used to evaluate tax 

policy as well as many other policy issues such as trade, economic development, health 

care, transportation, and energy. 
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Glossary  

Total Employment: Total employment comprises estimates of the number of jobs, full-

time plus part-time, by place of work for all industries. 

 

Population: Population reflects mid-year estimates of people, including survivors from 

the previous year, births, special populations, and three types of migrants (economic, 

international, and retired). 

 

Gross State Product: The market value of goods and services produced by labor and 

property. Also, the sum of value-added across all industries. 

 

Output: The amount of production, including all intermediate goods purchased as well as 

value added (compensation and profit). This can also be thought of as sales or supply. 

 

Investment Activity: Consists of purchases of residential and nonresidential structures 

and of equipment and software by private businesses and by nonprofit institutions. 

(Owner-occupied housing is treated as a business in the NIPAs.) It is measured without 

a deduction for consumption of fixed capital (CFC), includes replacements and additions 

to the capital stock, and excludes investment by U.S. residents in other countries.  

 

Personal Income: Income received by persons from all sources. It includes income 

received from participation in production as well as from government and business 

transfer payments. 
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Introduction 

According to Tax Foundation1, Nebraska ranks 28th in the 2021 State Business Tax 

Climate Index which measures the state overall tax structure and burden as well as major 

tax categories. With the relatively high tax burden compared to neighboring states, 

Nebraska has seen a net outflow of population and less than desirable economic growth. 

Thus, tax policy modernization and incentive programs are needed to attract more 

population and incent economic activities. 

On behalf of Blueprint Nebraska, REMI performed an economic and fiscal impact analysis 

of the tax policy changes and incentive programs over the period 2022-2031 using a 10-

region, 70-sector Tax-PI v2.4 model of nine Nebraska Economic Development Regions2 

and one region for the rest of the nation. Specifically, REMI considered how the tax policy 

changes in individual income tax, corporate income tax, sales taxes, and inheritance tax, 

R&D tax credit program and workforce incentive programs would affect employment, 

economic output, Gross State Product (GSP), investment activity, personal income, state 

government revenue and tax burden for Nebraska.  

REMI found strong positive economic and fiscal impacts, driven mostly by the 

modernization of tax structure and incentive programs. By the end of 2031, Nebraska will 

see over 65,000 new jobs created and more than 70,000 additional population attracted 

or retained. From 2022-2031, Nebraska will experience a total increase of over $65 billion 

in GSP, a total rise of over $130 billion in economic output, a total addition of more than 

$17 billion in investment, and over $40 billion total increase in personal income, which 

translates to $4,800 income gain per household. An almost $470 million increase in state 

government revenue will be generated over 2022-2031, which is net of the costs of R&D 

and workforce incentive programs. Over 2022-2031, an estimation of $770 million 

inheritance tax relief and an over $2 billion funds available for strategic property tax relief 

will be achieved by applying the local option sales taxes revenue gain and state 

government revenue surplus. 

 

REMI further conducted two alternative scenarios in Appendix II and III with adjustments 

for tax policy changes and incentive programs, which show robust positive economic and 

fiscal impacts. 

                                                           
1 Nebraska Tax Modernization: 13 Priorities | Tax Foundation.  
2 http://h3.ne.gov/pdf/NebraskaEconomicDevelopmentRegions.pdf 

https://taxfoundation.org/nebraska-tax-modernization/
http://h3.ne.gov/pdf/NebraskaEconomicDevelopmentRegions.pdf
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Methodology 

To quantify the economic and fiscal impacts of various tax policy changes, as well as 

labor force attraction and research and development (R&D) programs, REMI uses a 

customized 10-region, 70-sector Tax-PI v2.4 model of nine Nebraska Economic 

Development Regions  and one region for the rest of the nation. Tax-PI is a sophisticated 

dynamic regional macroeconomic, demographic, and fiscal policy model that simulates 

the year-by-year effects of public policy initiatives, and is widely used by state and local 

agencies, legislatures, universities, and other organizations and experts across the U.S. 

More detailed information is available about the model and the fiscal calibration in 

Appendix I.  

 

The analysis covers a 10-year period from 2022-2031. REMI considers six categories of 

tax policy changes and incentive programs: (1) individual income tax changes; (2) 

corporate income tax changes; (3) general sales and gross receipts taxes changes; (4) 

R&D and workforce incentive programs; (5) inheritance tax changes; and (6) property tax 

changes. In the main body of the report, Scenario A, which is the baseline scenario, will 

be introduced. REMI provides two alternative scenarios in Appendix II and III.  

Revenue Data Source  

REMI uses the “2019 State Government Tax Tables” data from Census3 to calibrate the 

Nebraska state government revenue budget and utilizes Tax-PI to forecast the state 

government revenues over the study period.  

Individual Income Tax Changes 

There are two main components of individual income tax changes: broadening the tax 

base and decreasing the tax rates. For individual income tax rates, REMI consolidates 

the four current individual income tax brackets4 into two brackets: $50,000 or less and 

$50,001+. In the Scenario A, income bracket $50,000 or less will see a 0% tax rate, while 

income bracket $50,001+ will see a gradual decrease in the tax rate: 5.6% from 2022-

2024, 5.3% from 2025-2027, and 4.99% from 2028-2031. To broaden the tax base, REMI 

eliminates the Nebraska itemized deductions for individual income tax. 

                                                           
3 2019 State Government Tax Tables (census.gov) 
4 Chronological History of Nebraska Tax Rates | Nebraska Department of Revenue 

https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2019/econ/stc/2019-annual.html
https://revenue.nebraska.gov/research/reports/chronology
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Corporate Income Tax Changes 

Corporate income tax changes are composed of eliminating both refundable and non-

refundable tax credits and decreasing tax rates. Current corporate income tax has two 

brackets: bracket $100,000 or less with 5.58% tax rate and bracket $100,001+ with 7.81% 

tax rate. In Scenario A, the tax rate for the bracket $100,000 or less will decrease to 4%, 

while the tax rate for the bracket $100,000+ will drop over the study period with 5.6% from 

2022-2024, 5.3% from 2025-2027, and 4.99% from 2028-2031. REMI keeps the top 

individual income tax rates and top corporate income tax rates the same. 

General Sales and Gross Receipts Taxes Changes 

REMI broadens the general sales and gross receipts taxes based on the Sales Tax Base-

Broadening Option D from Tax Foundation5, but uses a conservative approach for 

unprepared food and food ingredients, healthcare services, prescription medicine, and 

medical equipment. Tables 1 shows the Sales Tax Base-Broadening Option D. In 

Scenario A, REMI adjusts the Option D by retaining “unprepared food and food 

ingredients” exemption, removing only 20% of the exemption for “physicians, dentists, 

optometrists, chiropractors, etc.” and “prescription medicine”, and removing only 40% of 

the exemption for “medical equipment”. REMI adopts an equivalent tax base expansion 

for local option sales tax (LOST).  

Table 1: Sales Tax Base-Broadening Option D6 

 

                                                           
5 Nebraska Tax Modernization: 13 Priorities | Tax Foundation.  
6 Ibid. 

https://taxfoundation.org/nebraska-tax-modernization/
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Incentive Programs 

REMI implements two incentive programs: R&D program and workforce program. For the 

R&D program, REMI doubles the current Nebraska R&D tax credits under the Nebraska 

Advantage Research and Development Act7. According to Andrew R. Finley, et al. 

(2015)8, every dollar of forgone tax revenue will increase $2.26 of R&D spending. REMI 

uses the multiplier of 2.26 to calculate the additional R&D spending generated. Based on 

Robert D. Atkinson (2019)9, REMI further assumes that 1% additional R&D spending will 

increase labor productivity by 0.25% and the full effect will be realized in five years.  

Workforce programs are divided into two subprograms: high-skilled workers program and 

backbone-of-local-economy workers program. High-skilled workers program will attract a 

net of 6,000 high-skilled workers to Nebraska to work in high-wage industries by granting 

annual student loan relief of $12,000 for up to five years. Backbone-of-local-economy 

workers program will attract a net of 6,000 manufacturing workers to Nebraska by 

granting annual student loan relief of $1,200 for up to five years. During the study period, 

REMI assumes there will be two rounds of workforce programs: the first is from 2022-

2026, and the second is from 2027-2031. For each round of the programs, there is a 3-

year ramp-up period, which means a net of 4,000 workers for each program will be 

attracted to Nebraska in the first year, a net of 1,000 workers will be attracted to Nebraska 

in the second year, and another 1,000 workers will move to Nebraska in the third year. 

Also, a 50% retention rate is assumed for each round of the programs. 

Inheritance Tax Changes 

REMI uses the historical data of inheritance tax from Platte Institute10 to estimate a 5-year 

average growth rate of inheritance tax and thus estimate the average inheritance tax 

during the study period. Nebraska is one of the six states that have inheritance tax, with 

the highest top tax rate. Thus, REMI interprets the elimination of inheritance tax as the 

retention of the retired population by 10%. In Nebraska, inheritance tax is collected and 

used by each county. REMI assumes that inheritance tax elimination will be mainly 

covered by the increase in the local option sales tax.  

Property Tax Changes 

In Nebraska, property tax is mainly collected at the county level and the tax rate varies 

from county to county. Similar to inheritance tax, REMI assumes that the relief of property 

                                                           
7 2019_Incentives_Annual_Report.pdf (nebraska.gov) 
8 Finley, A. R., Lusch, S. J., & Cook, K. A. (2015). The effectiveness of the R&D tax credit: Evidence from the 
alternative simplified credit. The Journal of the American Taxation Association, 37(1), 157-181. 
9 Atkinson, R. D. (2019). Why federal R&D policy needs to prioritize productivity to drive growth and reduce the 
debt-to-GDP ratio. Information Technology and Innovation Foundation. 
10 Death and Taxes: Nebraska’s Inheritance Tax (platteinstitute.org) 

https://revenue.nebraska.gov/sites/revenue.nebraska.gov/files/doc/incentives/annual_report/2019_Incentives_Annual_Report.pdf
https://platteinstitute.org/death-and-taxes-nebraskas-inheritance-tax/
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tax will be mainly provided by the local option sales tax increase. In the result section, 

“Funds available for strategic property tax relief” will provide specific numbers for property 

tax relief. 
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Results 

This section reports the economic and fiscal impacts of tax policy changes and incentive 

programs on Nebraska over the period 2022-2031 under Scenario A. The results are in 

the following subsections, including impacts on employment, economic output, gross 

state products (GSP), investment activity, personal income, population, tax burden, and 

state government revenue. Results for Scenario B and C can be found in Appendix II and 

III. 

Economic Impact Summary 

Table 2 shows a summary of economic impacts of tax policy changes and incentive 

programs in Nebraska. During the period 2022-2031, the average employment increase 

in Nebraska is 49,914 jobs and new jobs created in Nebraska by 2031 reaches 65,812. 

The average population impact in Nebraska is an increase of 40,686 individuals, with 

73,052 additional population attracted or retained by 2031. The total impacts of GSP and 

output in Nebraska from 2022-2031 are increases of $66.0 billion and $136.5 billion 

respectively. The total additional investment activity encouraged over 2022-2031 is $17.3 

billion. Personal income will increase by $43.5 billion in total during the period 2022-2031. 

The corresponding tables for Scenario B and C are Table A2.1 in Appendix II and Table 

A3.1 in Appendix III respectively.  

Table 2: Economic Impact Summary 

 

Fiscal Impact Summary 

Table 3 displays the fiscal impact summary in Nebraska. Total state government revenue, 

net of incentive programs cost, will see a total increase of $469.7 million during 2022-

2031. The net increase in state government revenue is mainly driven by the increase in 

general sales tax and the expansion of economic activities. An estimation of $772.8 

million inheritance tax will be removed from 2022-2031, which is mainly covered by a $2.4 

billion increase in local option sales taxes. Funds available for strategic property tax relief 

consists of the increases in local option sales taxes and state government revenue, 

subtracting the inheritance tax elimination. The corresponding tables for Scenario B and 

C are Table A2.2 in Appendix II and Table A3.2 in Appendix III respectively.  
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Table 3: Fiscal Impact Summary 

 

Detailed Employment Impacts 

Table 4 displays the employment by region results. Omaha Consortium will benefit the 

most with an average of 23,382 jobs increase each year, while Sandhills will be impacted 

the least with an average of 522 jobs increase annually. The corresponding tables for 

Scenario B and C are Table A2.3 in Appendix II and Table A3.3 in Appendix III 

respectively.  

Table 4: Employment by Region 

 

Table 5 shows the top 10 most impacted industries’ employment results. The employment 

increases in the top 10 industries are mainly driven by R&D and workforce incentive 

programs, such as professional, scientific, and technical services industry, construction 

industry, and food manufacturing industry, and by the general economic activity 

expansion and population growth, such as retail trade industry, agriculture industry and 

real estate industry. The corresponding tables for Scenario B and C are Table A2.4 in 

Appendix II and Table A3.4 in Appendix III respectively.  

Table 5: Employment by Industry (Top 10) 
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Detailed Population Impacts 

Table 6 displays the population change by region. Similarly to employment, Omaha 

Consortium will experience the most significant increase in population with an annual 

average of 18,040 individuals, while Sandhills will see the lowest increase in population 

with an annual average of 359 individuals. The corresponding tables for Scenario B and 

C are Table A2.5 in Appendix II and Table A3.5 in Appendix III respectively.  

Table 6: Population by Region 

 

Table 7 shows the population change by age group. REMI divides the whole population 

into four age groups: ages 0-17, ages 18-34, ages 35-64 and ages 65+. Population grows 

the most in the age group 18-34, which is in line with the workforce incentive programs’ 

target. The corresponding tables for Scenario B and C are Table A2.6 in Appendix II and 

Table A3.6 in Appendix III respectively.  

Table 7: Population by Age 

 

Detailed Output, GSP and Investment Impacts 

Table 8-10 provide the top 10 most impacted industries by output, GSP, and investment. 

Some of these top 10 industries, such as food manufacturing, rail transportation, chemical 

manufacturing, computer and electronic product manufacturing, and professional, 

scientific, and technical services, are target industries by R&D and workforce incentive 

programs. Others of these top 10 industries, such as real estate, wholesale trade, 

agriculture and retail trade, are encouraged by the economic activity expansion and 

population growth. The corresponding tables for Scenario B and C are Table A2.7-A2.9 

in Appendix II and Table A3.7-A3.9 in Appendix III respectively.  
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Table 8: Output by Industry (Top 10) 

 

Table 9: GSP by Industry (Top 10) 

 

Table 10: Investment Activity by Industry (Top 10) 

 

Table 11-13 show the output, GSP and investment activity by region. Omaha Consortium 

will see the largest increase in output, GSP and investment activity, while Sandhills will 

see the slightest changes, which aligns with the baseline level of output, GSP and 

investment activity by region. The corresponding tables for Scenario B and C are Table 

A2.10-A2.12 in Appendix II and Table A3.10-A3.12 in Appendix III respectively. 

Table 11: Output by Region 
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Table 12: GSP by Region 

 

Table 13: Investment Activity by Region 

 

Detailed Personal Income Impacts 

Table 14 illustrates the personal income change by income group. For income group 

<50k, the total increase in personal income during 2022-2031 is almost $3.6 billion; for 

income group 50k-200k, a total addition of $10.5 billion personal income will be realized 

during 2022-2031; for income group >200k, a total of $29.5 billion personal income will 

be earned additionally. The corresponding tables for Scenario B and C are Table A2.13 

in Appendix II and Table A3.13 in Appendix III respectively. 

Table 14: Personal Income Increase by Income Group 

 

Table 15 demonstrates personal income per capita change by region. Personal income 

per capita change is driven by both total personal income change and population change. 

The most considerable personal income per capita increase will be observed in Omaha 

Consortium with a 10-year total of $12,632.6 per capita from 2022-2031. The personal 

income per capita increases in the other eight regions are more even, from a 10-year total 

increase of $4,450.5 per capita in Panhandle, to a total increase of $6,195.6 per capita in 

Lincoln MSA. The corresponding tables for Scenario B and C are Table A2.14 in Appendix 

II and Table A3.14 in Appendix III respectively. 
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Table 15: Personal Income Per Capita by Region 

 

Detailed Individual Income Taxes Impacts 

Table 16 shows the percentage of total individual income taxes relief by region. The 

percentages of nine regions sum up to one. Omaha Consortium benefits the most from 

the individual income taxes relief in terms of total taxes relief amount, because its total 

individual income is the largest. The corresponding tables for Scenario B and C are Table 

A2.15 in Appendix II and Table A3.15 in Appendix III respectively. 

Table 16: Percentage of Total Individual Income Relief by Region 

 

Detailed Local Option Sales Taxes Impacts 

Table 17 displays the local option sales tax (LOST) change by region. Local option sales 

tax changes are due to the tax base-broadening and the change in personal consumption 

expenditures. All nine regions will expect a net increase in local option sales tax. Omaha 

Consortium will see the largest LOST increase of $1.1 billion over 2022-2031, considering 

its personal consumption expenditures level, while Sandhills’ local option sales taxes will 

only increase by $34.1 million over 2022-2031. The corresponding tables for Scenario B 

and C are Table A2.16 in Appendix II and Table A3.16 in Appendix III respectively. 
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Table 17: Local Option Sales Taxes Revenue by Region 

 

Detailed Tax Burden Impacts 

REMI focuses on the impacts of general sales taxes and individual income tax on similarly 

situated taxpayers in the tax burden analysis. The tax burden is defined as:  

(𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑇𝑎𝑥 + 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑇𝑎𝑥 + 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑇𝑎𝑥)

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒
 

REMI divides the total population into six income groups by annual income: with income 

<$50k, $50k-$200k, $200k-$500k, $500k-$1m, and $>1m. Table 18-22 display the tax 

burden changes for each income group by region. 

Table 18 shows that the tax burden for income group <$50k will decrease the most. The 

individual income tax for this group will be entirely wiped out. Although they will see an 

increase in the sales taxes, their total tax burden will still go down. Table 19 illustrates 

that income group $50k-$200k will see a slight tax burden decrease or increase. For this 

group, the decrease in individual income tax rate is much smaller than the group below 

$50k, however, the propensity to consume is still very high. Thus, the increase in sales 

tax and the decrease in individual income tax are about even. In some regions, such as 

Omaha Consortium, the decrease in individual income tax overweighs the increase in 

sales tax, and a net decrease in tax burden will be reached. In other regions, such as 

Sandhills, the sales tax increase dominates the individual income tax decrease, which 

results in a net increase in tax burden. Table 20 shows a net decrease in tax burden for 

income group $200k-$500k. The propensity to consume for this group further drops, and 

the decrease in individual income tax overweighs the sales tax increase.  

Income group $500k-1m in Table 21 faces either a slight increase or a slight decrease in 

tax burden. The main reason is that the group pays notably less than the statutory 

individual income tax. The decrease in the individual income tax rate will not result in a 

large drop in the individual income tax the group pays. However, the increase in sales 

taxes is much harder to avoid. The increase in sales taxes will overweigh the decrease in 

individual income tax. Similarly, for income group >1m in Table 22, the effective tax rate 

is significantly lower than the statutory tax rate, which does not leave much room for them 

to benefit from the individual income tax reduction. On the other hand, although they have 

the lowest propensity to consume, their significant income keeps their consumption and 
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sales taxes paid large. Thus, the increase in sales taxes will dominate the individual 

income tax reduction, and the tax burden will increase the most. 

The corresponding tables for Scenario B and C are Table A2.17-A2.21 in Appendix II and 

Table A3.17-A3.21 in Appendix III respectively. 

Table 18: Tax Burden Change for Income Group <50K 

 

Table 19: Tax Burden Change for Income Group 50K-200K 

 

Table 20: Tax Burden Change for Income Group 200K-500K 

 

Table 21: Tax Burden Change for Income Group 500K-1M 
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Table 22: Tax Burden Change for Income Group >1M 
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Conclusion 

REMI conducted this analysis on behalf of Blueprint Nebraska to evaluate how tax policy 

changes, R&D tax credits, and workforce incentive programs would impact the Nebraska 

economy and state government revenues. The findings show that a net employment 

increase by the end of 2031 is 65,812 new jobs, with an additional population of 73,052. 

Over 2022-2031, the 10-year total impact on the size of the state economy is $66.0 billion 

in economic output, $136.5 billion in GSP, and $17.3 billion in investment. The total impact 

on personal income over the 10-year period reaches $43.5 billion. These policy changes 

and incentive programs also generate $469.7 million in additional state government 

revenue, which with the revenue gain from local option sales taxes, provides over $2.0 

billion funds available for strategic property tax relief. Two alternative scenarios REMI 

conducted in Appendix II and III support the tax policy changes and incentive programs 

by robust positive results. These results demonstrate positive economic and fiscal 

impacts of the tax policy modernization and incentive programs on the Nebraska 

economy and government revenues. 
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Appendix I: REMI Model Framework & Fiscal 

Calibration 

Model Framework 

Tax-PI is a structural economic, demographic, and fiscal forecasting and policy analysis 

model. The following core framework applies to all REMI model builds. The model 

integrates input-output, computable general equilibrium, econometric and economic 

geography methodologies. The model is dynamic, with forecasts and simulations 

generated on an annual basis and behavioral responses to compensation, price, and 

other economic factors. 

The model consists of thousands of simultaneous equations with a structure that is 

relatively straightforward. The exact number of equations used varies depending on the 

extent of industry, demographic, demand, and other detail in the specific model being 

used. The overall structure of the model can be summarized in five major blocks: (1) 

Output and Demand, (2) Labor and Capital Demand, (3) Population and Labor Supply, 

(4) Compensation, Prices, and Costs, and (5) Market Shares. The blocks and their key 

interactions are shown in Figures A1.1 and A1.2. 

 

Figure A1.1: REMI Model Linkages 
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Figure A1.2: Economic Geography Linkages 

 

 

The Output and Demand block consists of output, demand, consumption, investment, 

government spending, exports, and imports, as well as feedback from output change due 

to the change in the productivity of intermediate inputs. The Labor and Capital Demand 

block includes labor intensity and productivity as well as demand for labor and capital. 

Labor force participation rate and migration equations are in the Population and Labor 

Supply block. The Compensation, Prices, and Costs block includes composite prices, 

determinants of production costs, the consumption price deflator, housing prices, and the 

compensation equations. The proportion of local, inter-regional, and export markets 

captured by each region is included in the Market Shares block. 

Models can be built as single region, multi-region, or multi-region national models. A 

region is defined broadly as a sub-national area, and could consist of a state, province, 

county, or city, or any combination of sub-national areas. 

Single-region models consist of an individual region, called the home region. The rest of 

the nation is also represented in the model. However, since the home region is only a 

small part of the total nation, the changes in the region do not have an endogenous effect 

on the variables in the rest of the nation. 

Multi-regional models have interactions among regions, such as trade and commuting 

flows. These interactions include trade flows from each region to each of the other 

regions. These flows are illustrated for a three-region model in Figure A1.3. 
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Figure A1.3: Trade and Commuter Flow Linkages 

Trade and Commuter Flow Linkages

Flows based on 

estimated trade flows

Local Demand

Output Local Demand

Output Local Demand

Output

Disposable Income

Disposable Income

Disposable Income

Local Earnings

Local Earnings

Local Earnings

Commuter linkages based on 

historic commuting data

 

 

Multiregional national models also include a central bank monetary response that 

constrains labor markets. Models that only encompass a relatively small portion of a 

nation are not endogenously constrained by changes in exchange rates or monetary 

responses.  

Block 1. Output and Demand 

This block includes output, demand, consumption, investment, government spending, 

import, commodity access, and export concepts. Output for each industry in the home 

region is determined by industry demand in all regions in the nation, the home region’s 

share of each market, and international exports from the region. 

For each industry, demand is determined by the amount of output, consumption, 

investment, and capital demand on that industry. Consumption depends on real 

disposable income per capita, relative prices, differential income elasticities, and 

population. Input productivity depends on access to inputs because a larger choice set of 

inputs means it is more likely that the input with the specific characteristics required for 

the job will be found. In the capital stock adjustment process, investment occurs to fill the 

difference between optimal and actual capital stock for residential, non-residential, and 

equipment investment. Government spending changes are determined by changes in the 

population. 
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Block 2. Labor and Capital Demand  

The Labor and Capital Demand block includes the determination of labor productivity, 

labor intensity, and the optimal capital stocks. Industry-specific labor productivity depends 

on the availability of workers with differentiated skills for the occupations used in each 

industry. The occupational labor supply and commuting costs determine firms’ access to 

a specialized labor force.  

Labor intensity is determined by the cost of labor relative to the other factor inputs, capital 

and fuel. Demand for capital is driven by the optimal capital stock equation for both non-

residential capital and equipment. Optimal capital stock for each industry depends on the 

relative cost of labor and capital, and the employment weighted by capital use for each 

industry. Employment in private industries is determined by the value added and 

employment per unit of value added in each industry. 

Block 3. Population and Labor Supply 

The Population and Labor Supply block includes detailed demographic information about 

the region. Population data is given for age, gender, and race, with birth and survival rates 

for each group. The size and labor force participation rate of each group determines the 

labor supply. These participation rates respond to changes in employment relative to the 

potential labor force and to changes in the real after-tax compensation rate. Migration 

includes retirement, military, international, and economic migration. Economic migration 

is determined by the relative real after-tax compensation rate, relative employment 

opportunity, and consumer access to variety. 

Block 4. Compensation, Prices and Costs 

This block includes delivered prices, production costs, equipment cost, the consumption 

deflator, consumer prices, the price of housing, and the compensation equation. 

Economic geography concepts account for the productivity and price effects of access to 

specialized labor, goods, and services. 

These prices measure the price of the industry output, taking into account the access to 

production locations. This access is important due to the specialization of production that 

takes place within each industry, and because transportation and transaction costs of 

distance are significant. Composite prices for each industry are then calculated based on 

the production costs of supplying regions, the effective distance to these regions, and the 

index of access to the variety of outputs in the industry relative to the access by other 

uses of the product. 

The cost of production for each industry is determined by the cost of labor, capital, fuel, 

and intermediate inputs. Labor costs reflect a productivity adjustment to account for 

access to specialized labor, as well as underlying compensation rates. Capital costs 
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include costs of non-residential structures and equipment, while fuel costs incorporate 

electricity, natural gas, and residual fuels. 

The consumption deflator converts industry prices to prices for consumption commodities. 

For potential migrants, the consumer price is additionally calculated to include housing 

prices. Housing prices change from their initial level depending on changes in income 

and population density. 

Compensation changes are due to changes in labor demand and supply conditions and 

changes in the national compensation rate. Changes in employment opportunities relative 

to the labor force and occupational demand change determine compensation rates by 

industry. 

Block 5. Market Shares  

The market shares equations measure the proportion of local and export markets that are 

captured by each industry. These depend on relative production costs, the estimated 

price elasticity of demand, and the effective distance between the home region and each 

of the other regions. The change in share of a specific area in any region depends on 

changes in its delivered price and the quantity it produces compared with the same factors 

for competitors in that market. The share of local and external markets then drives the 

exports from and imports to the home economy. 

Fiscal Calibration 

Each Tax-PI budget category is assigned both an “Economic Indicator” that allows it to 

respond to changes in a specific economic variable (e.g., Personal Consumption 

Expenditures for Sales Tax Revenue) and a “Policy Variable” that allows it to directly 

impact a specific economic variable (e.g., Personal Taxes for Personal Income Tax 

Revenue). Because the Tax-PI model integrates the economic outlook with fiscal 

projections, this analysis captures the interaction between economic activity and the level 

of tax revenue. 
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Appendix II: Scenario B Methodology and Results 

Methodology 

Scenario B includes all the policy changes from Scenario A with the exception of the 

following adjustments: (1) removes unprepared food & food ingredients exemption from 

both state level sales tax and local option sales tax; (2) halves workforce incentive 

programs, which means attract a net of 3,000 workers for each round of each program; 

and (3) uses alternate to income tax rates for top tax brackets: 4.6% for individual income 

tax bracket $50,001+ and corporate income tax bracket $100,001+. 

Results 

Tables A2.1-A2.21 are parallel to Tables 2-22 in the main report body for Scenario A. 

Explanations for each table can be found in the corresponding sections in the main body 

Results section. 

Table A2.1: Economic Impact Summary 

 

Table A2.2: Fiscal Impact Summary 

 

Table A2.3: Employment by Region 
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Table A2.4: Employment by Industry (Top 10) 

 

Table A2.5: Population by Region 

 

Table A2.6: Population by Age 

 

Table A2.7: Output by Industry (Top 10) 

 

Table A2.8: GSP by Industry (Top 10) 
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Table A2.9: Investment Activity by Industry (Top 10) 

 

Table A2.10: Output by Region 

 

Table A2.11: GSP by Region 

 

Table A2.12: Investment Activity by Region 

 

Table A2.13 Personal Income Increase by Income Group 
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Table A2.14 Personal Income Per Capita by Region 

 

Table A2.15 Percentage of Total Individual Income Taxes Relief by Region 

 

Table A2.16 Local Option Sales Taxes Revenue by Region 

 

Table A2.17 Tax Burden Change for Income Group <50K 
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Table A2.18 Tax Burden Change for Income Group 50K-200K 

 

Table A2.19 Tax Burden Change for Income Group 200K-500K 

 

Table A2.20 Tax Burden Change for Income Group 500K-1M 

 

Table A2.21 Tax Burden Change for Income Group >1M 
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Appendix III: Scenario C Methodology and Results 

Methodology 

Scenario C includes all the policy changes from Scenario A with the exception of following 

adjustments: (1) removes unprepared food & food ingredients exemption from both state 

level sales tax and local option sales tax; (2) halves workforce incentive programs, which 

means attract a net of 3,000 workers for each round of each program; (3) uses alternate 

to income tax rates for top tax brackets: 4.6% for individual income tax bracket $50,001+ 

and corporate income tax bracket $100,001+; and (4) retains Earned Income Tax Credit 

(EITC) for individual income tax. 

Results 

Tables A3.1-A3.21 are parallel to Tables 2-22 in the main report body for Scenario A. 

Explanations for each table can be found in the corresponding sections in the main body 

Results section. 

Table A3.1: Economic Impact Summary 

 

Table A3.2: Fiscal Impact Summary 

 

Table A3.3: Employment by Region 
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Table A3.4: Employment by Industry (Top 10) 

 

Table A3.5: Population by Region 

 

Table A3.6: Population by Age 

 

Table A3.7: Output by Industry (Top 10) 

 

Table A3.8: GSP by Industry (Top 10) 
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Table A3.9: Investment Activity by Industry (Top 10) 

 

Table A3.10: Output by Region 

 

Table A3.11: GSP by Region 

 

Table A3.12: Investment Activity by Region 

 

Table A3.13: Personal Income Increase by Income Group 
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Table A3.14: Personal Income Per Capita by Region 

 

Table A3.15: Percentage of Total Individual Income Taxes Relief by Region 

 

Table A3.16: Local Option Sales Taxes Revenue by Region 

 

Table A3.17: Tax Burden Change for Income Group <50K 
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Table A3.18: Tax Burden Change for Income Group 50K-200K 

 

Table A3.19: Tax Burden Change for Income Group 200K-500K 

 

Table A3.20: Tax Burden Change for Income Group 500K-1M 

 

Table A3.21: Tax Burden Change for Income Group >1M 

 
 

 


